BODY REPATRIATION IN ORIGINAL COUNTRY
&
BURIAL EXPENSES

Assurances Sans Frontières

INDIVIDUAL OPTION
MAXIMUM COVERING AGE: 70.

FAMILY OPTION
COVERED PEOPLE:
- The insured persons aged 70 or less.
- His / her spouse (s) named by name on the special conditions.
- Dependent children up to 18 years old named in the special conditions. *
*Insured children who reach the mentioned age limits after subscription continue to benefit from the
guarantees until the end of this contract. The family option covers a number of children limited to four
(4). Anyone additional to the family option will pay an additional premium corresponding to the individual
premium. Any child over 18 must subscribe to an individual contract.

TERRITORIALITY
Assistance benefits apply in the insured's country of residence and abroad depending on the area of the
place of burial chosen as mentioned in the special conditions.
Zone 1: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Turkey, Croatia
Zone 2: Egypt, West Africa, Gabon, Cameroon, Chad, Western Europe, Southern / Southern Europe,
Zone 3: Central Africa (except Gabon, Cameroon, Chad), East Africa, Southern Africa , DOM / TOM / COM,
Middle East, Asia, Oceania, Comoros, Haiti.
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EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION
This assistance contract takes effect 24 hours after the subscription date, for an annual period. Beyond
that, it is renewed by tacit agreement.
Important: However, the guarantees related to the death of the insured as a result of illness do not take
effect until ninety (90)days after the date of subscription.

Covered People has to make a choice between:
a) Body repatriation and/or transport of the deceased insured person
- Repatriation and / or transport of the body from the place of death to the place of burial in his
destination country.
- The administrative procedures and formalities allowing his transport,
- The coffin, if necessary, of the simplest model allowing his transport.
In the event of the death of the insured person, ASF International Assistance organizes and pays for: The
costs of the ceremony, accessories, burial or cremation are the responsibility of the family of the
deceased insured person.
b) Burial or cremation of the insured person’s body in country of residence
1- In the event of the death of the insured person, ASF International Assistance organizes and pays for the
transport of the remains from the place of death to the place of burial in the country of residence. In the
event of a request for cremation from the insured person, it is covered up to € 1,500.
The amount of the overall service provided in the country of residence is capped at € 3,300
2- Accompaniment of the remains In the event of the death of the insured person in their country of
residence or abroad, ASF International Assistance will pay for two return transport tickets, plane or other
means of transport, in order to allow two close relatives to '' accompany the remains to the place of
burial in the country of destination. This coverage is only granted if ASF International Assistance itself has
organized the repatriation of the insured person from the place of death to the place of burial. The two
transport tickets are paid for up to the ceilings below:
Area 1 : Up to 500 €
Area 2: Up to 1 200 €
Area 3: Up to 1 500 €

Burial of the deceased insured persons in their country of destination
a) In the event of the death of the insured persons in their country of destination, AS
International Assistance organizes and pays for the transport of the remains from the place of
death to the place of burial
b) ASF International Assistance will pay for a return transport ticket, by plane or other means of
transport, in order to allow a close relative to attend the burial up to the limit of € 1,000 for 2
accompanying tickets.

RATES :
AREA 1
Between
Between
Family

18 to 40 years old:
40 to 70 years old :
Max 4 people

29€
68€
87€

AREA 2
Between
Between
Family

18 to 40 years old:
40 to 70 years old :
Max 4 people

59€
90€
179€

AREA 3
Between
Between
Family

18 to 40 years old:
40 to 70 years old :
Max 4 people

120€
181€
360€

Possibility of Groups, families, Individuals subscriptions. Demands online.
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